


MOTION PICTURES
When it comes to creating realistic ocean scenes for motion pictures, top directors and producers from 
Hollywood and around the world rely on ADG’s WaveTek® Wave Generation systems to deliver a star 
performance. From rough water action, to surfing waves, to rolling ocean waves – ADG can recreate any 
setting for a realistic experience.

EXHIBITS, FOUNTAINS & DISPLAYS
Adding waves to fountain displays is a great way to bring special attention to any setting, dramatically 
enhancing the overall entertainment value and attractiveness of a facility. The WaveTek® specialists at 
ADG can retrofit an existing water feature or custom design a new attraction to meet your unique project 
needs.

The same exclusive WaveTek® wave generation technology that powers wave pools and rivers 
in theme parks around the world also creates truly superior and realistic waves for specialty                       
applications. From real world ocean scenes for motion pictures, to wildlife exhibits, fountain displays, 
rescue training centers and more, ADG’s wave generation systems have been counted on time and 
again to deliver an authentic aquatic experience.

ROUGH WATER & RESCUE TRAINING

OCEAN WAVE SIMULATION FOR
REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS

From the U.S. Coast Guard to specialized aquatic and training centers around the country, creating 
realistic conditions for deep water and rough ocean water rescue is essential to the proper training of 
service members and lifeguards. ADG’s WaveTek® has been counted on more times than any other wave 
system when it comes to designing and building the pool and wave action needed to simulate these 
real-world conditions.



AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP



THE WORLD’S LEADER IN WAVE GENERATION TECHNOLOGY

Our award winning technologies and expertise allows us to engineer just the right configuration to create 
virtually any aquatic environment anywhere. From Hollywood, to national zoos, to the U.S. Coast Guard, more 

companies turn to WaveTek® when they need waves done right.

SAMPLE SPECIALTY WAVE INSTALLATIONS
Georgia Aquarium - Atlanta, GA

The Guardian - Baton Rouge, LA

Life of Pi - Taiwan

Master and Commander - Tijuana, Mexico

National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration - Washington, D.C.

NYS WWII Memorial - Albany, NY

Rainforest Cafe - Galveston, TX

Sea World - Orlando, FL

U.S. Coast Guard Training Center - Elizabeth City, NC

To learn more about ADG WaveTek® systems for specialty wave applications, please visit or call
www.aquaticgroup.com/wavetek            Cohoes, NY, USA +1.518.783.0038

Smart Solutions for Real Success.


